A PRIORI LIMITATIONS FOR SOLUTIONS OF
MONGE-AMPERE EQUATIONS. II*
BY

HANS LEWY

In this paper we are concerned with the convergence of solutions of elliptic and analytic Monge-Ampère equations. Theorem 1 gives the principal
result of this paper. The example on p.^372 indicates the possibility of certain
types of singularities which for linear elliptic equations cannot occur. Theorems 2 and 3 give sufficient conditions for the analyticity of the limit function.
These conditions allow applications to certain probTems of the differential
geometry in the large. Our method consists in introducing a regularizing contact transformation which transforms convex functions into functions with
bounded second derivatives and thus makes possible the reduction of Theorem 1 to the principal result of the first part of this paper.
1. Regularizing contact transformation.
Consider the contact transformation T of an (x, y, z)-space into a (£, r¡, f)-space generated by the relation

0 = z + f— are— yn -\It leads to the following transformation
tinuous first derivatives zx and z„

x2 +

y2

of a surface z = z(x, y) with con-

k = x + zx(x, y)
V = y + zy(x, y)

(2)

f = -z+

xt + yv - (x2+y2)/2.

Suppose z(x, y) convex. Then (1) transforms an open rectangle R' of the
(x, y)-plane into a domain of the (£, 7/)-plane in a one-to-one way.
For let (£i, 771)and (£2, r¡2) be the images of two distinct points (xi, yi)
and (x2, y2), û the angle between the vector joining (xu yx) to (x2, y2) and the
positive ;e-axis so that the distance between these two points is
(x2 — xi) cos û + (y2 — yi) sin d > 0.

As the derivative of z in the direction of the above vector is zx cosd+zv
we conclude from the convexity of z(x, y)
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zx(xx, yX) cos ê + zy(xx, yx) sin # g zx(x2, y2) cos â + zv(x2, y2) sin ê.

Hence
0 < (x2 — xx) cos â + (y2 — yx) sin & = (£2 — £1) cos # + (n2 — 771)sin û

which implies
(3)

(*,

-

*i)2 +

(y2 -

Using (3) for differentiation

yx)2 è

-

fi)2 +

(772 -

m)2.

of (2) we obtain

df

df

x = —,

(4)

(à

y = —

d£

dv

which together with (3) shows that f has continuous derivatives in £ and rj.
If, moreover, z has continuous second derivatives with respect to (x, y),
then f has continuous second derivatives in £ and r¡ all of which are numerically gl. For, by (1), the partial derivatives
Çl

=

I

I

ZXX,

1\ x =

Çy — ZXy,

Î7y

are continuous in (x, y). Hence the derivatives
functions are continuous in (£, 77)and we havef

^

I

Zyy ,

x(, xv, y^, y, of the inverse

1 +z„

d2f

dF " Xí ~ (1 + Z„)(l + Zyy)- Z\

(5)

d2f

dtfr,

(6)

d2f
d£2

-

(1 + «„)(!

zxv

+ Zyy) - Z2,,

d2f

d2^

d2f d2r

/ d2f \2

d£d»/

drj2

d£2 dr?2

\d£dr)/

Now consider a bounded sequence of continuously differentiable convex
functions zn(x,y) defined in R'. Designate by Tn the transformation
of a concentric open rectangle R, contained in R', into the (£, »;)-plane as induced by T
for the function z„(x, y), by 2V1 the inverse of Tn. We proceed to show that
there exists a subsequence of n such that

(i) z„(x, y) converge uniformly in R;
(ii) there exists an open set D in the (£, ?j)-plane contained in all Tm(R)
for m sufficiently large ;
(iii) the inverse Tn1 converges uniformly in D to a transformation
T^1 ;
(iv) T~l(D) contains a neighborhood of the center of R, and all those
t The denominator

in (5) is >0 since the convexity

of z(x, y) implies zix^0,

èO.
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points (£, r¡) which by T^1 are mapped into the center of R have no limit
point on the boundary of D.
The functions z„(x, y) are uniformly bounded and convex in R', hence
equally continuous, so that (i) is satisfied and we have for m>n in R
I Zm(x, y) — zn(x, y) | < €„

with e„—»0 as »—>oo. If (x0, y a) is an arbitrary point of R, a circle yn about
(xo, yo) with radius p„ = 2(e„)1/2 lies for sufficiently large n within R.
Denote by (£„, rj„) the image of (x0, y0) in Tn, by û the angle of the vector
from (x0, yo) to a variable point (xn', y„ ) of the circumference of y„ and the
positive
,

x-axis and by (£m', 7?m') the image of (xn', yn' ) in Tm. We have
,

0 ,

.

,

.

0 . Zn (x» , yi. ) -

z„(x0,

yo)

ZnÁXo, yo) COSî? + Zny(Xo, yo) Sin Ô ^ Pn

zm(x„',

y„')

— zm(xo, yo)
Pn

2e„
Pn

2e„
^ Zmx(x„', ;y„' ) eos â + zmvix¿ , y i ) sin â -\Pn

Henee
|n cos â + r¡n sin # < £,„' cos ?? + Vm sin #.

Thus as # varies from 0 to 2ir the projection of the vector (£m' —£„, 77™—??„)
on the vector (cos #, sin t?) is positive or the angle between the two vectors is
<7t/2, thereby implying that the vector (£m' —£«, 77m'—t;„) turns by 2tt as the
point (fm;, r\m ) describes the image in Tm of the circumference of y„. Hence,
for all m>n,

(¿n, ??n) lies within

Tm(yn). Denoting

points of R whose distance from the boundary
Tm(R) contains

Tn(Rn) for m>n.

Thus

by R„ the set of all those

of R is >p„, we may say that

(ii) is proved

with D = Tn(R„).

As the transformations
TV1 are bounded and by (3) equicontinuous
all m we may pick out a suitable subsequence satisfying (iii).
Setting

(£m, 7]m)= Tm(xa, y0) and (£„', r¡ñ ) = rn(xn',

for

y„' ) for (*„', yñ ) on 7«,

we obtain in a way similar to the one used above
im cos â + r¡m sin ô < £„' cos â + tj„' sin #

from which we conclude

that for m>n

the point

(£m, r¡m) lies in Tn(yn). Now

take » large enough so that there exists a point (x0, y0) of i?„ at distance
from the boundary

of Rn. As the corresponding

points

>p„

(£m, rjm) lie all in T„(yn)

there exists a converging subsequence tending to a point (£0, Vo)- In view of
(3), the distance between Tñ1^,
rjm) and TVHÉo, t?o) tends to zero if the dis-
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tance between (£m, ijm) and (£0, Vo) tends to zero. Hence for our subsequence
TmKto, Vo)-?(xo, y0), or (x„, y0) is the image in 2V1 of a point (£0, Vo) of
Tn(Rn) =D. Furthermore,
as T^r1 maps Tn(Rn) into a domain containing all
points (x0, y0) of Rn at distance >p„ from the boundary of Rn and as the mapping is one-to-one it follows that the boundary of Tn(Rn) is mapped by 7V1
into a set of points whose distance from the boundary of Rn is =pn. In view
of the uniform convergence we conclude that T^1 maps the boundary of
Tn(Rn) into a set of points distinct from the center of R. At the same time
T~1Tn(Rn) contains a neighborhood of the center of R, namely, the set of
points at distance >p„ from the boundary of Rn, which proves (iv).

From (2) we derive by passing to the limit for T^1^,

v) = (x, y)

lim fn(£, ri) =

lim ( —zn(x, y) + x% + y-q — (x2 + y2)/2);

n—*oo

n—*°o

by (4) the derivatives

of f (£, 77)converge uniformly, hence evidently

df„ d lim f„
->-,->-.
d£

d£

df„

d lim f„

dr¡

d<7

If the limit function £"is analytic in £ and 77,/Ae maji T»-1 is "schlicht" in
the neighborhood of a point Q such that T¿~1(Q) is a point c near the center of R.
To prove this, let us assume the existence of another point Q' with
T~1(Q')=c.
Call, for n in the above subsequence, o-„ the segment joining
T„1(Q) to Tnl(Q'), and k„ a circle of small, arbitrary radius p >0 about Q and
lying in D. The intersections of k„ with Tn(crn) have at least one limit point L
and we conclude from the uniform convergence of TV1 to T~l that
T~l(L) =c. Thus it is shown that if there are two points in D, Q and Q', such
that T~X(Q) = T~l(Q') =c, then there exists an infinity of such points. Since
the functions x(£, 77)and y(£, 77)determined by the transformation
7V1 are
analytic, there exists a real curve C such that the two equations hold

H

Hï,v),y(!i,v)] = c.

All points (£, 77)such that (*) is satisfied lie within a closed set interior to D
because T~l on the boundary of D differs from c as formerly proved. Taking
local Puiseux developments it is easy to show that the above analytic curve
has at each point a finite number of tangents and that no point of it is a
"dead end," i.e., endpoint of one arc and of no other. Furthermore
(*) implies that there are at most a finite number of singular points of C in D. Let
us choose an arbitrary regular point on C and introduce an orientation on C
in the neighborhood of this point. Continue the orientation on the same
branch of the curve until we arrive at a singular point. Among the several
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arcs ending at the singular point we pick one distinct from the one already
oriented and continue the orientation on this arc. Proceeding this way we
must finally encounter a point twice, as the length of our path is bounded on
account of the finiteness of the number of singular points. Hence there exists
a closed circuit S consisting only of arcs of C, in particular one bounding a
simply connected domain D'. Now rn-1(ô) is the boundary of a simply con-

nected domain T~l(D') and T»lQ,)-*e. Hence T~l(D')^c,

T~l(D') =c which

is impossible since T~l is analytic and does not map identically
2. We first prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let A,
u, v, x, p, q in a bounded
and suppose A, B,C, E
N as p-^ii*. Assume A,

into c.

B, C, E be analytic functions of five complex arguments
and closed neighborhood N of a real point m0, i>o,x0, po, qo
depending on a parameter p and converging uniformly in
B,C, E real for real u, v, x, p, q,

A m 4(AC + E) - B2 > 0,
and | A | -1 uniformly bounded in N. Suppose that there exists a rectangle R with
Wo,Voas center and such that there exists for fi^fi* a real and analytic function
x(u, v) which is a solution of the Monge-Ampère equation^

(1)

Ar + Bs + Ct + (rt - s2) = E;

suppose that for this solution (u, v, x, p, q) remains in N, when (u, v) ranges
over R. Then there exists a real neighborhood of (uo, v0) such that the solutions
x(u, v) corresponding to a subsequence of values of ¡j,converge uniformly to a limit
function x*(u, v) as fi-^p*. There exists an analytic relation between u, v, x*, and
x*(u, v) has continuous first derivatives. Moreover, x*(w, v) is analytic in u and
v and satisfies the limit relation (7) for p^>f¿* al each point where a certain not
identically vanishing analytic function G(u, v) does not vanish.

Since
0 < A = 404 + t)(C + r) - (B - 2s)2,
we have A+t and C+r for each solution always ^0 and of the same sign.
Hence in the sequence, there are infinitely many solutions for which A+t is
of the same sign, and we may even assume A +t positive since in the opposite
case we may replace A, B, C, E, and x(u, v) by —A, —B, —C, +E, and
—x(u, v) without changing hypothesis nor conclusion of the theorem.
Let, for all p of the subsequence,

A

B

S a.

f Here p, q, r, s, t denote, as usual, the partial derivatives
respectively.

of x(u, v) of the first and second orders,
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We find

•0 < (r + Q(t + A) -C^ (r+a)(t

- s\

B2
s2 + —

+ a) -

4 -*(!-«)

r + a + t + a
s2 + a2 + 2a —-

á (r + a)(t + a) -

2

= (r + 2a)(t + 2d) - s2.

Hence x(u, v)+a(u2-r-v2) is convex in R, and satisfies the transformed MongeAmpère equation with the same discriminant A. It is therefore legitimate to
assume henceforth, that for all p. of a subsequence x(u, v) is convex. Let us then
apply the contact transformation T of the (u, v, #)-space into a (£, 77,f)-space.
The Monge-Ampère equation thereby is transformed into another,

(8)

Ar + Bs + Cl + bÇr't - s2) = É,

with

(9)

Ä=C-l,C

The discriminant

= A-l,

B=-B,

D = I-

E-

A -C,

É = -1.

of the new equation equals that of the former:

4ÛC + DÉ) - B2 = A(AC+ E) - B2 = A.
The solution f (£, 77) exists for all p. of a suitable subsequence in a common
domain D of the (£, 77)-plane and converges with its first derivatives to a limit
function f* and its derivatives. Let £0, 770be an arbitrary, but fixed point
in D, wo and k0 the derivatives of f*(£, 77) at (£0, 770).Replace f(£, 77) by
?(£, *7)-to(£-£o)-ko(»7-»7o)=F(£,
v)- Then

(10)

- d2f

- d2f

A — +B—d£2

d£d77

,d2f

~/d2f

+ C — + D(—
d772

\d£2

d2f

/d2f\2\

dr)2

\ dÉdTj/ /

— -( —)

) = E

and

of

m =-h
d£

Tro,

* = — f — to(|

dr

» =-h
d77

«o,

— £0) - ko(t7 -77o)+£(-h

\d£
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as

q = v - -—«o.
dt)

For ail p of the subsequence we may assume

/dS(Ho,vo)\2 /asit^jdy
\
at
) + \
dv ) = l'
and our formulas show that the coefficients A, B, C, D, E considered as
analytic functions of five independent variables £, 77,S, dÇ/dÇ, dS/dr¡ (instead
of u, v, x, p, q) exist in a complex neighborhood
of £0, "to, f= ?*(?<>, Vo),
ór/d£=0, dS/dr¡ = 0 and tend there uniformly to limit functions as p^>p*.
By (6) we see that for all p the second derivatives of our solution f (£, r¡)
are absolutely bounded by 1. Hence there exists a neighborhood of the point
(£o, 170)of the (£, 77)-plane in which, by the theorem on p. 432 of Part I of
our paper, all f (£, 77)can be developed into power series in £ —£0 and 77—»70
such that there is a common majorant series for all p which converges. Hence
the limit S*(£, rç) of S (£, *7)is analytic in a neighborhood of £0, »70and the same
holds in the neighborhood of any interior point of D. As we have seen in §1
the transformation
u =-,

dS*
d£

v =-

as*
dv

maps the domain D into a set containing a neighborhood of the point (u0, v0)
and there exists limM,,,.x(w, v)=x*(u, »)«■—ff(|, 77)+«£+'7i| —(«2+i>2)/2,
Thus it is shown that for a certain neighborhood of (w0, flo) the quantities
m, z>,x* can be written as analytic functions of two variables £, 77.Wherever
the determinant d(u, v)/d(£, 77)differs from zero we may introduce u and v
instead of £ and 77, and x* becomes analytic in u and v. The relation
d(u, v)/d(£, 77)=0 cannot be identically satisfied as the mapping (£, 77)—»(w,v)
contains a neighborhood of (u0, v0). For all points with d(u, v)/d(%, 77)5^0
we may differentiate with respect to u, v and find dx*(u, v)/du = £—dS*/d¡;,
dx*/dv = r) —dS*/dr¡. Hence dx*/du and dx*/dv are analytic functions of £, 77
and therefore continuous, even at points where d(u, v)/d(£, 77)=0 (since
derivative at limit point equals limit of derivative). The proof of the theorem
is now easily completed in view of the fact that the inverse transform of (8)

is (7).
The following example shows that there are cases where there exists an
analytic relation between u, v, x in a neighborhood of the origin, the function
x can be considered as dependent on u and v and having continuous first
derivatives there, and x(u, v) is a solution of an analytic and elliptic Monge-
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Ampère equation everywhere except on the «-axis where it fails to have second derivatives at all. The function is
(3u)4'3

v2

4

2

x(u,v) =-h—

'

the equation is
(-

1 + p2)r + rt-

s2 = 1.

3. There are wide classes of Monge-Ampère equations important in differential geometry such that the function d(u, v)/d(£, r¡) cannot vanish at any
interior point (w0, v0). In this case the limit function x*(u, v) is necessarily
analytic.
Let us introduce two new variables a, ß and solve the following initial
problem for our variables £, 77to be considered as functions of a and ß:

/dy

<"'

dri\

_

(s+%r

_

/d£

d£\

_

-2Di+<A'")■ (s+ %)1(c+D,)'
t(a,0)=a,

V(a,0)

= 0.

By the theorem of Cauchy-Kowalewski
we have a solution £(a, ß), r¡(a, ß),
analytic in the neighborhood of the origin. We have at the origin

d(a, ß)

dß

{B - 2Ds + iA112)

and hence may assert that there exists a neighborhood of the origin for which
d(£, v)/d(a, ß) 5^0 and the mapping (a, ß)—>(£, 77)is one-to-one. (11) may be

written, with

(12)

=d/da-\-id/dß

(B + íA^^Vt?- 2CVÉ- 2Dvh = 0.

With the aid of ?£ = «, £ = «+/>*, 77= 11+^* we obtain, in view of (9), for
d(u,v)/d(t,
77)^0,
[(-

B + iAll2)(l

+ t*) -

2(A -

\)s*]vv

+[(-

B+

iAl'2)s*

- 2(A - l)(r* + 1) - 2(1 - E - A - C)]v« = 0,
and this is seen to be equivalent
(13')

to

2(A + t*)Vv + (-

B + 2s* - iA1'2^« = 0

or

(13)

(- B - iAx'2)Vu + 2,4V» + 2V?* = 0 .
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From (13') we have
(14)

(- B + iAl'2)Vv + 2Cvu + 2vp* = 0,

in view of
A = 4(A + t*)(C + r*) - (B - 2s*)2.

Now (£, 77) is analytic in (a, ß), and u, v, p*, q*, x* are analytic in (£, 77),
hence also in (a, ß) and the relations (13), (14) hold independently
of
d(u, v)/d(%, 77)5^0. We have moreover

(15)

Vx* — p*Vu — q*w = 0.

(13), (14), (15) form the characteristic equations of (7) for the limit function
x*(u, v). The mapping (a, ß)—>(u, v) is one-to-one as both (a, ß)—»(£, 77)and
(£, v)~KM, v) are one-to-one (see p. 368). We have
Theorem
2. //, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem
d(u, v)/d(a, ß) f^O, then x*(u, v) is analytic in (u, v).
The proof follows immediately

from Theorem

1, we have

1 and the relation

d(u, v) _ d(u, v)

d(£, v)

d(a, ß) ~ dit, v)

dia, ß)

which implies d(u, v)/d(a, ß)=0ii d(u, v)/d(%, 77)=0.
We mention the following case which frequently presents itself in differential geometry: Let us operate with d/da —id/dß on (13) and (14) and take
imaginary parts. On eliminating the derivatives of x*, p*, q* with respect to

(a, ß) with the aid of (13), (14), (15), we obtain
d2u

d2u

da2

dß2

/du dv

+ h3(-+-)
\da öa

d2v

d2v
d2v

da2

dß2 ~
dß2

-+•—

du dv\

d(u, v)

+ *«' dia, ß)
dß dß/

f Y/du\2
Y(dus2

/du\2-]
fdu\2l

l Wda/
L\da/

\dß) Ji
\dß/

= h{ [ — ) + ( — )

d(u, v)

+ • • • + */ ——■

d(a, ß)

Now suppose that the coefficients hi, h2, h3, hi, hi, hi, h3, hi depend only on u
and v. As they are analytic in (u, v), a result of oursf shows that then necessarily d(u, v)/d(a, ß)^0.
f On the non-vanishing

of the Jacobian

in certain one-to-one mappings,
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Consider the special case where the coefficients of the equation (7) depend
only on (u, v). Then the elimination of x*, p*, q* is obviously possible. Furthermore it becomes possible to widen the conditions of Theorem 1, and to
state

Theorem 2'. Let A, B,C, E be analytic functions of the complex variables
u,vfor (u,v) in N[\u—u0\ ^e, \v—Vo\ ^ e] and suppose A, B, C, E depending
on p. and converging uniformly as p—*p*. Assume A, B, C, E real for real u, v,

Am 4C4C-I-ZÎ) - B2 > 0,
and | A |_1 uniformly bounded for (u, v) in N. Suppose that there exists a real
and analytic function x(u, v) which is a solution of (7) as (u, v) ranges over the
real rectangle R [ \ u—m0 | < «, 11>—flo
| < e ], and that x(u, v) is uniformly bounded
as p varies. Then there exists a subsequence of values p such that the corresponding
solutions x(u, v) converge uniformly in every closed subregion of Rto an analytic
limit function x*(u, v), which is a solution of the limit equation (7).

Proceeding precisely as in the proof of Theorem 1, we find a suitable constant a such that x(u, v)+a(u2-r-v2) is convex for some subsequence of values
p, and, in view of the assumptions, bounded as (u, v) ranges over R. It follows
that in every closed concentric rectangle contained in R the first derivatives
of x(u, v) are uniformly bounded as p varies. Thus the assumptions of Theorem 2' imply those of Theorem 1 and, on the other hand, also those of Theo-
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